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SAINT-GOBAIN SWEDEN AB

Saint-Gobain Sweden AB is the company behind the brands 
Dalapro, Gyproc, ISOVER and Weber. The company is part of the 
French Saint-Gobain Group, which has around 190,000 employees. 

The Dalapro Product Catalogue 2022 is now here, packed with sustainable 
filling products for both today’s and tomorrow’s homes and buildings. We hope 
that this catalogue will inspire and offer a little extra knowledge when you’re 
choosing fillers, adhesives and tools – basically all those things you need to 
achieve a successful outcome on walls and ceilings indoors. Our aim is always 
to deliver the highest quality while at the same time protecting the environ-
ment. It includes climate-positive production, recycled packaging materials and 
sustainable filling products, manufactured with a high proportion of Swedish 
raw materials. This sees us driving the development of climate-smart surfaces 
and offering products that make it easy to assume responsibility for the work 
environment and the environmental impact.  
 
Christian Hollsten
Business & Technical Support Manager 

DALAPRO ONLINE 

Our website is where you can find product data sheets and other 
documentation that is often needed. You can calculate how much
filler is needed and learn more about filler. Keep up to date with 
what’s happening at Dalapro by subscribing to our newsletter and 
following us on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and LinkedIn.

dalapro.com

dalapro.se

dalapro

company/saint-gobain-sweden-ab-scanspac

dalapro.com/youtube
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Sometimes a wall has to withstand heavy wear, over a long time. Discover 
Dalapro Robust – a grey, ready-mixed hand filler that offers extra hardness 
and durability. Robust is a smart, cost-efficient choice for those who don’t 
want to be renovating as frequently. Suitable for all substrates and ideal in 
public environments.

DISCOVER DALAPRO ROBUST  
– THE FILLER THAT LASTS LONGER

NEWS



NEWS

FibaFuse  
– strong glass fibre joint tape

FibaFuse is a glass fibre tape specially 
developed to provide strong reinforcement 
for board joints and cracks in walls and ceil-
ings. FibaFuse is lighter and above all thinner 
than standard quality paper tape. The tape 
is easy to cut and work with, and it retains 
its folds when inserted in inside corners, for 
example. 

The porous design, which allows the filler  
to penetrate through the tape, eliminates  
any pinholes during application. The thin 
structure also means less risk of creating  
a raised joint, thus minimising 
the risk of visible joints in 
raking light.  

New, environment- 
friendly plastic buckets
As a natural and obvious element of our sustain-
ability work, we have developed new buckets, 
manufactured in a material that consists of at 
least 90% recycled plastic. The buckets mean a 
significantly reduced carbon footprint from raw 
material to factory – about half compared with the 
previous bucket material. The new material is also 
completely recyclable. 

5

Dalapro Hydro  
is Nordic Ecolabelled 
Our new wet room products for applica-
tion by hand have now passed the tough 
tests to be awarded the Nordic Ecolabel. 
We also have EPD-labelled products and 
switched to eco-buckets.

This will be launched during the spring. 

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004
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Create unique walls 
with Dalapro® Design
Dalapro® Design is ready-mixed in two colours drawn from 
nature’s very own colour scale and in white. The white filler 
can be blended to produce any shade in your paint shop. It 
can also be used just as it is if you want a white surface.

Infärgat spackel som ger en betongliknande yta. 
Tinted filler that creates a concrete like surface.

Eingefärbter Spachtel, der eine betonähnliche Oberfläche ergibt.

10 l

DESIGN
CALM
GREEN

Spackel som kan brytas till valfri färg, ger en betongliknande yta.
Filler, available to tint in all colors, creates a concrete look.

Spachtel, der in jede Farbe abgetönt werden kann, ergibt eine betonähnliche Oberfläche.

10 l

DESIGN
WHITE

MIX
CONCRETE 

GREY
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Creative walls with
a concrete feel 
 
Dalapro Design is specially produced for those 
who want to create unique walls with a concrete 
feel. Using one single product, you give a wall 
both character and colour. The only limit is your 
imagination. Dalapro Design is suitable for most 
substrates indoors, for example painted fabric, 
plastered surfaces, plaster and concrete walls 
or uneven walls that need freshening up. The 
outcome is a concrete-like surface with colour 
variations. 

You apply Dalapro Design by hand. Once you have 
sealed the surface with Dalapro Design Top Coat, 
it is resistant to spills and scratches and is easy 
to keep clean.

Check out the instructional video on YouTube. Read  
more about the products on our website or in the  
brochure. The brochure can be downloaded as a  
pdf and can also be ordered by sending an email  
to info@dalapro.com.  

Contact our technicians for instructions on how to 
create your own shade or if you want us to show you  
step by step how to produce a designer wall.

Warm and vibrant  

or raw and industrial

Create concrete-like walls with Dalapro® Design
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Perfect finish  
Speed Smoother & professional tools
Optimise your filling work with high-quality special tools. The 
Speed Smoother is an ergonomically shaped broad smoother 
with an easy-grip handle for applying filler to ceilings and walls. 
Hand-held or used together with an extension pole and adapter. 
The blades are easy to replace when they are worn or damaged. 

The range also include five special tools, also developed 
specially for the professional user. Convenient, user-friendly 
tools of high quality. The hammer head is made of solid cast 
chrome alloy steel with aluminium.  
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This is a book for anyone who wants to acquire more in-depth knowledge of filler and how it is used.  
You will find a look back at its history, knowledge of what filler contains and how it is manufactured.  
But most of all, it is a manual that provides you with knowledge of what demands you must make of the 
product, how to work with filler, different application methods and important points to bear in mind to 
achieve a really good end result. 

Talk to your salesperson or technician if you’d like a copy of the book. 

Nice & Smooth – a book about  
filler and finishing



 

FILLER COURSE
Take our micro-course on the art of applying filler. The 
course takes about 30 minutes to complete, and you 
can use your mobile, tablet or computer. You can do the 
course at your own pace and take breaks whenever you 
want.

Once you have completed the course and answered at 
least 75% of the questions correctly, you receive a fine 
Certificate.

Find out more on our website: 
dalapro.com

10
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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL
WORK

Reuse of 
discarded 
material

EPD document

Wastwater
recovery

Waste to
energy

Fosil free

Green Transport

Dalapro offers sustainable filling products for today’s and tomorrow’s homes 
and buildings. With a high proportion of Swedish raw materials, climate- 
positive production and recycled packaging materials, we are driving the 
development of climate-smart surfaces. Our products make it easy to assume 
responsibility for the work environment, filler quality and environmental impact. 

The construction and civil engineering industry accounts for one fifth of the  
country’s climate impact. Sweden aims to be fossil-free by 2045, and even  
from 2022 there are new climate declaration requirements for buildings. 

At the same time, more and more directives are being issued regarding  
fossil road maps, stricter requirements for sustainable material solutions  
and increased demand for information about the content and environmental  
impact of products. 

Dalapro works on environmental improvements throughout the product’s life 
cycle, from raw material to waste management. We offer leading surface  
solutions from Swedish raw materials and climate-positive production. Our 
goal is a climate-positive production process throughout the value chain. 

Sustainable buckets 
Packaging accounts for a large proportion of a product’s environmental  
impact. This is why we are gradually replacing our buckets with more  
environment-friendly buckets. Dalapro’s new buckets consist of 100%  
recyclable material, are made of at least 90% recycled plastic and generate  
56% less carbon dioxide emissions from raw material to factory – without  
compromising on the excellent product properties.

Climate-positive production 
Dalapro’s ready-mixed filler products are manufactured in climate-positive 
factories in Glanshammar and Sala. We have achieved this by phasing out 
all fossil fuels and vehicles from our factories. We have also installed a large 
solar panel system that supplies green electricity to both production and the 
community. This means that our impact from the factories is below zero and  
we are producing climate benefit! 

A good work environment 
Dalapro’s products and tools are produced with a strong focus on a safe, secure 
and pleasant work environment for the user. We were the first to launch a light 
filler (1981), a spray filler for a light paint spray (1990) and a roller filler (2011). 
We have followed up on this trend with innovative solutions in terms of function 
and user-friendliness, in both products and packaging. There are safety data 
sheets for all our products. This makes it easy to do a good job in a healthy, 
toxin-free work environment – while contributing to increased sustainability  
at the same time.
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ECOLABELS

Dalapro’s new buckets consist of 
100% recyclable material, are made 
of at least 90% recycled plastic and 
generate 56% less carbon dioxide 
emissions from raw material 
to factory. This label has been 
developed for Dalapro.

Dalapro’s ready-mixed filler products 
are manufactured in climate-positive 
factories in Glanshammar and Sala. 
We have phased out all fossil fuels and 
installed a large solar panel system 
that supplies green electricity to both 
us and the community.

Through its choices of materials 
and products, Dalapro gives you, the 
customer, the opportunity to make 
climate-smart choices. For example 
through our 15-litre sacks, with 
packaging that has 40% less climate 
impact than a standard bucket of the 
same size.

Other ecolabels

This environmental declaration, also 
known as EPD or Environmental 
Product Declaration, describes the 
construction product’s environmental 
impact in parts or all of its life cycle.

The Nordic Ecolabel is the Nordic 
region’s official ecolabel, which is 
managed in Sweden by Miljömärkning 
Sverige AB on behalf of the govern-
ment. They examine the environ-
mental impact of goods and services 
throughout their life cycle, from raw 
material to waste, and set require-
ments for function and quality.

Emission class for building material 
(M1). The purpose of this classifica-
tion is to improve the development 
and use of building materials that do 
not increase the ventilation require-
ments.

Our own ecolabels

Dalapro works with its own, unique ecolabels in  
combination with other accepted labels. 

Nordic Ecolabelled

Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)

Recyclable packaging

Emission class for building material (M1) 

Climate-positive production

Updated ecolabels on packaging

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004
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SWEDISH QUALITY FILLER
The Dalapro brand is owned by Saint-Gobain Sweden AB, Scanspac. For 
more than 50 years, we have been developing filler in close collaboration 
with professional decorators. Scanspac leads the development of filler in 
Europe, and we work continuously on innovative solutions for the surface 
treatment of walls and ceilings.

What all our products have in common is the high, consistent quality that 
produces the best possible results. We have a wide range of products and 
systems for all purposes. Our ready-mixed filler products are produced in 
Sala and Glanshammar.  

We work continuously and systematically to ensure that all parts of our 
business, from deliveries of raw materials to deliveries of products and 
services to customers, shall maintain the highest possible quality, offer 
the best possible work environment and have the least possible environ-
mental impact. 
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Hand filler Roller filler Spray filler

FIND THE RIGHT FILLER   
Allround, low shrinkage, wet room or joint filler? Our most popular products are 
available in many different packaging solutions and as hand, roller and spray filler.

PRODUCT FAMILIES

DALAPRO PREMIUM 
White allround filler, ideal when 
the finish is particularly impor-
tant. Light and with good filling  
capability. White filler provides a 
good base when you want to paint 
over it in bright colours.

DALAPRO MAX PLUS
Grey, low shrinkage filler for 
pre-filling and fine smoothing. 
Easy to sand. New recipe pro-
vides minimal risk of pinholes on 
non-absorbent substrates and 
reduces dust when sanding.  
Suitable to paint immediately.

DALAPRO JOINT
Impact-resistant, hard-wearing 
filler with adhesive effect for  
corner beads and joints. Used  
together with tape and corner 
beads and corner tools.

DALAPRO HYDRO
Wet room filler that produces  
a tough, water-repellent 
surface. Hand products will be 
Ecolabelled in spring 2022.

DALAPRO NOVA
Classic, grey allround filler that 
is easy to work with.  

Our top seller!

DALAPRO ROBUST
Grey, ready-mixed hand filler 
with extra durability.
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HELP TO FIND THE RIGHT FILLER

Good choice

For the best results

Dalapro®   
Joint

Dalapro®   
Premium

Dalapro®  
Nova

Dalapro®   
Hydro

Dalapro®   
Airless  
Nova

Dalapro®  
Airless  
Spray

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004
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IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004
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IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

Dalapro®   
Max Plus
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IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004
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IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004
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IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004
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IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

Ready-mixed filler 

Powder filler 

Adhesive 

Sealant 

For plasterboard 

For concrete

For fabric and wallpaper

Joinery 

Wet rooms 

Surfaces outdoors 

Corner bead and joint 

Approved for paper tape

Repair filler 

Low shrinkage 

White 

Grey 

Nordic Ecolabelled 

Hand 

Roller 

Spray

Dalapro®   
Robust

Dalapro®   
Lightning 

Medium Plus
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Choosing the right filler based on the substrate and 
desired outcome can produce major benefits in the 
form of time, ergonomics and costs. Compared with 
hand filling, roller filling offers a time saving of 

40 per cent and spray filling more than 50 per cent. 
Both filling and sanding processes are faster, as it 
is much easier to sand a completely filled surface 
evenly. 

Dalapro®   
S

Dalapro®  
Wood Finish

Dalapro® 
Hydro 

Adhesive

Dalapro® 
Wallpaper 
Adhesive

Dalapro®  
Allround 
Adhesive

Dalapro®   
Habito Joint

Dalapro® 
Extra 

Adhesive
Dalapro®   
Facade

Dalapro®   
DM

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

Dalapro®   
DM 

RepaFix
Dalapro®    

Flex
Dalapro®   
Design
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DALAPRO NOVA 
Grey allround filler
A grey, Nordic Ecolabelled, allround hand filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling 
surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Approved for 
embedding paper tape. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with 
EN 13963.

Tube 0.2 L  Article no. 611023
Tube 0.4 L  Article no. 611019
Can 0.5 L   Article no. 611017
Bucket 3 L  Article no. 611016
Bucket 10 L  Article no. 611004

DALAPRO HAND FILLERS
Hand filling is a classic method when working on smaller areas.  
Dalapro offers a wide range of hand fillers that are suitable for different 
kinds of substrates and environments, both indoors and outdoors.

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

DALAPRO MAX PLUS 
Extra low shrinkage filler
A grey, Nordic Ecolabelled hand filler with extra high filling capability. 
Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new 
construction. Like the other products, Dalapro Max Plus produces a surface 
that can be painted on immediately. The product is designed to reduce the 
volume of airborne dust and minimise pinholes in non-absorbent substrates, 
such as painted fabric. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with 
EN 15824.

Bucket 3 L  Article no. 614132
Bucket 10 L  Article no. 614134

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

DALAPRO MAX 
Low shrinkage filler
A grey, Nordic Ecolabelled hand filler with high filling capability. Suitable for 
wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new construction. 
Like the other products, Dalapro Max produces a surface that can be painted 
on immediately. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 
15824.

Bucket 3 L  Article no. 614121
Bucket 10 L  Article no. 614129

DALAPRO PREMIUM 
White allround filler
A white, Nordic Ecolabelled, allround hand filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling 
surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Unique formula 
gives the product a high filling capability. White filler is a good substrate if 
you are going to paint in bright colours. Approved for embedding paper tape.  
Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 3 L  Article no. 611188
Bucket 10 L  Article no. 611180

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004



New  
formula!

Select a filler based on the substrate and  
method. Don’t forget to check the sub-
strate before you start applying the filler.

Choose the right tool and equipment  
for the job. Don’t forget to use protective 
equipment at all times when sanding. 

Always follow the manufacturer’s  
instructions.

2

3

For the best results...

1

19
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DALAPRO HYDRO 
Wet room filler
A blue, Nordic Ecolabelled hand filler especially for wet rooms. Suitable for 
wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new construction. 
The filler produces a hard, water-repellent surface and can also be used 
when you want to achieve a particularly hard-wearing surface, for example 
in public premises. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets CE marking 
requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Tube 0.4 L  Article no. 613222 (formerly 613205)
Bucket 3 L  Article no. 613221 (formerly 613120)
Bucket 10 L  Article no. 613220 (formerly 613140)

DALAPRO DESIGN CONCRETE GREY
Coloured, grey design filler
A grey filler that is easy to work with and produces a concrete-like 
surface with colour variations. The filler is ready-mixed and can be used 
immediately. Ideal on previously painted or wallpapered walls, suitable 
for both renovation and new construction. Round off with Dalapro Design 
TopCoat to provide a protective layer. Meets CE marking requirements  
in accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 9 L  Article no. 116815104 

DALAPRO ROBUST 
Filler for an extra hard-wearing surface
A grey hand filler specifically developed for fine smoothing when a more 
hard-wearing surface is required, e.g. in schools, hospitals, corridors and 
stairwells. Approved for embedding paper tape. The product is also suitable 
for the adhesion of corner beads. Meets CE marking requirements in  
accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 10 L  Article no. 115605004

DALAPRO JOINT 
Joint filler
A light grey, Nordic Ecolabelled hand filler specially adapted for plasterboard 
joints and corner beads. The filler’s unique properties provide the best 
strengthening of the tape and corner bead, creating strong, impact-resistant 
and neat corners. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets CE marking 
requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 3 L  Article no. 632173
Bucket 10 L  Article no. 632114 NO

RD
IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

DALAPRO DESIGN WHITE MIX
White, tintable design filler
A white filler that is easy to work with and produces a concrete-like sur-
face. Use the filler as a white wall reviver or as a primer to tint with any 
other shade to produce a wall with colour variations. Ideal on previously 
painted or wallpapered walls, suitable for both renovation and new con-
struction. Round off with Dalapro Design TopCoat to provide a protective 
layer. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 9 L  Article no. 116805004 

NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

NEW!

These products will  

be Nordic Ecolabelled 

and EPD-certified  

in the spring

2022 

NEW!
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DALAPRO FACADE 
Outdoor filler
A grey hand filler for minor repairs outdoors or indoors on mineral substrates. 
The product is suitable for both pre-filling and fine smoothing. Meets CE 
marking requirements in accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 3 L  Article no. 613142
Bucket 10 L  Article no. 613141

DALAPRO WOOD FINISH 
Wood filler
A white, extra fine-grade hand filler especially for joinery. Used when applying 
filler to frames, doors, hatches and similar surfaces indoors. The filler  
provides good adhesion, filling capability and strength. The filled surface 
forms an excellent base coat for woodwork and gloss paints. Meets CE  
marking requirements in accordance with EN 15824.

Tube 0.2 L  Article no. 633266 
Tube 0.4 L  Article no. 633265 
Can 0.5 L  Article no. 633103 
Bucket 3 L  Article no. 633138 

DALAPRO DESIGN CALM GREEN
Coloured, green design filler
A green filler that is easy to work with and produces a concrete-like surface 
with colour variations. The filler is ready-mixed and can be used immediately. 
Ideal on previously painted or wallpapered walls, suitable for both renovation 
and new construction. Round off with Dalapro Design TopCoat to provide 
a protective layer. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 
15824.

Bucket 9 L  Article no. 116815204 

DALAPRO HABITO JOINT
Filler for Habito plasterboard
A grey, Nordic Ecolabelled hand filler specially adapted for joint filling with  
paper tape on Habito plasterboard. Recommended for preschools, schools, 
hospitals and homes where there is a need for a particularly tough, impact- 
resistant surface. Can also be used on plasterboard where there is a need for 
a hard surface. The product is also suitable for the adhesion of corner beads. 
Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets CE marking requirements in  
accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 10 L  Article no. 632182 NO
RD

IC SWAN ECOLABEL

Filler
3097 0004

DALAPRO F
Fine-grained filler
A white, fine-grained hand filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, 
for both renovation and new construction. Meets CE marking requirements in 
accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 10 L  Article no. 632112
 



DALAPRO MAGNETIC 
Filler with a magnetic effect
A black, Nordic Ecolabelled hand filler that provides a magnetic effect. 
Perfect for creating your own bulletin board at home, at the office or in 
other public areas. Dalapro Magnetic is suitable for drywall and concrete 
in renovation and in new construction. Meets CE marking requirements in 
accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 10 L  Article no. 637111

DALAPRO MEDIUM 
Grey allround filler
A grey, allround hand filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors,  
for both renovation and new construction. Approved for embedding paper 
tape. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets CE marking requirements  
in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 3 L  Article no. 611136
Bucket 10 L  Article no. 611127

DALAPRO FINE 
Extra fine-grained filler
A white, extra fine-grained hand filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces 
indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Meets CE marking 
requirements in accordance with EN 15824.

Tube 0.4 L  Article no. 612187 
Bucket   3 L  Article no. 612108
Bucket 10 L  Article no. 612120

22
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DALAPRO ROLLER FILLERS

DALAPRO ROLL NOVA 
Grey allround filler
A grey, Nordic Ecolabelled, allround roller filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces 
indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Approved for embedding paper 
tape. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 12 L  Article no. 610205

DALAPRO ROLL MAX PLUS 
Extra low shrinkage filler
A grey, Nordic Ecolabelled roller filler with extra high filling capability. Suitable for 
wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Like 
the other products, Dalapro Roll Max Plus produces a surface that can be painted 
on immediately. The product is designed to reduce the volume of airborne dust and 
minimise pinholes in non-absorbent substrates, such as painted fabric. Meets CE 
marking requirements in accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 12 L  Article no. 610254

DALAPRO ROLL MAX 
Low shrinkage filler
A grey, Nordic Ecolabelled roller filler with high filling capability. Suitable for wall 
and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Like the other 
products, Dalapro Roll Max produces a surface that can be painted on immediately. 
Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 12 L  Article no. 610204

Our Dalapro Roll range comprises fillers developed for roller application. 
A roller allows you to work both faster and more ergonomically – and of 
course we have roller fillers adapted for different surfaces with associated 
special rollers.
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DALAPRO ROLL PREMIUM
White allround filler
A white, Nordic Ecolabelled roller filler. An allround filler suitable for wall and  
ceiling surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Unique formula 
gives the product a high filling capability. White filler is a good substrate if you are  
going to paint in bright colours. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets CE  
marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 12 L  Article no. 610128 NO
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DALAPRO ROLL HYDRO
Wet room filler
A blue roller filler especially for wet rooms. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces 
indoors, for both renovation and new construction. The filler produces a hard, water- 
repellent surface and can also be used when you want to achieve a particularly hard- 
wearing surface, e.g. in public premises. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets 
CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 12 L  Article no. 610194

DALAPRO ROLL JOINT
Joint filler
A light grey, Nordic Ecolabelled roller filler specially adapted for plasterboard joints 
and corner beads. The filler’s unique properties provide the best reinforcement for 
the tape and corner bead, creating strong, neat corners. Approved for embedding 
paper tape. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 12 L  Article no. 610237 NO
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FASTER – GIVES YOU MORE  
TIME FOR OTHER THINGS
Studies show that roller  
application takes 30–40 per  
cent less time compared with  
traditional application. 

SMARTER
Roller filler reduces wear  
on the body and leaves more  
energy for both work and leisure.  
You quite simply work smarter.

ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY
Almost all roller fillers  
from Dalapro are Nordic  
Ecolabelled. 

ROLLER FILLER  
– SAVES TIME, YOUR BACK AND MONEY
Roller application is a smart method. It is much faster than traditional  
application and it is also more ergonomic for the person doing the job.
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DALAPRO SPRAY FILLERS

DALAPRO LIGHTNING NOVA 
Grey allround filler
A grey, Nordic Ecolabelled, allround spray filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces  
indoors, for renovation and new construction. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets 
CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 15 L  Article no. 610206
Bag 15 L  Article no. 610207

DALAPRO LIGHTNING MAX PLUS 
Extra low shrinkage filler
A grey, Nordic Ecolabelled spray filler with extra high filling capability. Suitable for wall 
and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Like the other prod-
ucts, Dalapro Lightning Max Plus produces a surface that can be painted on immediately. 
The product is designed to reduce the volume of airborne dust and minimise pinholes in 
non-absorbent substrates, such as painted fabric. Meets CE marking requirements in 
accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 15 L  Article no. 610253
Bag 15 L  Article no. 610255

DALAPRO LIGHTNING MAX 
Low shrinkage filler
A grey, Nordic Ecolabelled spray filler with high filling capability. Suitable for wall and 
ceiling surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Like the other products, 
Dalapro Lightning Max produces a surface that can be painted on immediately. Meets CE 
marking requirements in accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 15 L  Article no. 610110 
Bag 15 L  Article no. 610156

For bigger surfaces, spray application is a fast, ergonomic and profitable 
method. Whether you use a high-pressure filler spray or a high-pressure 
screw spray, we have a wide range of spray fillers – in sacks or buckets. 
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DALAPRO LIGHTNING PREMIUM
White allround filler
A white, Nordic Ecolabelled spray filler for allround use. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces 
indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Approved for embedding paper tape. 
Unique formula gives the product a high filling capability. White filler is a good substrate if 
you are going to paint in bright colours. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets CE  
marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 15 L  Article no. 610177
Bag 15 L  Article no. 610176 NO
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DALAPRO LIGHTNING JOINT 
Joint filler
A light grey, Nordic Ecolabelled spray filler specially adapted for plasterboard joints and 
corner beads. The filler’s unique properties provide the best reinforcement of the tape and 
corner bead, creating strong, neat corners. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets CE 
marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 15 L  Article no. 610236
Bag 15 L  Article no. 610235 NO
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DALAPRO AIRLESS HYDRO 
Wet room filler
A blue spray filler especially for wet rooms. The filler is suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces 
indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Produces a hard, water-repellent surface 
and can also be used when you want to achieve a particularly hard-wearing surface, for 
example in public premises. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets CE marking  
requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bag 15 L  Article no. 630103

DALAPRO LIGHTNING ROBUST
Filler for extra hard-wearing surface
A grey spray filler specifically developed for fine smoothing when a more hard-wearing 
surface is required, e.g. in schools, hospitals, corridors and stairwells. Approved for  
embedding paper tape. The product is also suitable for the adhesion of corner beads. 
Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bag 15 L  Article no. 115705015

DALAPRO LIGHTNING MEDIUM PLUS 
Allround spray filler
A grey, Nordic Ecolabelled, allround spray filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces 
indoors, for renovation and new construction. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets 
CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bag 15 L  Article no. 116705015
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DALAPRO LIGHTNING MEDIUM 
Allround spray filler
A grey, allround spray filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for renovation and 
new construction. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets CE marking requirements in 
accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 15 L  Article no. 111705001
Bag 15 L  Article no. 111705015

NEW!
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DALAPRO S
New construction filler
A white spray filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both renovation 
and new construction. Suitable for thin smoothing and texturing. Meets CE marking 
requirements in accordance with EN 15824.

Bag 15 L  Article no. 630101

DALAPRO AIRLESS SPRAY
New construction filler
A white, Nordic Ecolabelled spray filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, 
for both renovation and new construction. Suitable for thin smoothing and texturing. 
Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 15824.

Bag 15 L  Article no. 630139
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DALAPRO AIRLESS NOVA 
New construction filler
A white, Nordic Ecolabelled spray filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for 
both renovation and new construction. Suitable for thin smoothing and texturing. Approved 
for embedding paper tape. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bag 15 L  Article no. 610216
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DALAPRO AIRLESS S  
Filler for new construction
A white spray filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for renovation and new 
construction. Suitable for thin smoothing and texturing. Meets CE marking requirements in 
accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 15 L  Article no. 630141 
Bag 15 L  Article no. 630140

DALAPRO LIGHTNING FACADE  
Outdoor filler
A grey spray filler for minor repairs outdoors or indoors on mineral substrates. The product 
is suitable for pre-filling, joints and fine smoothing. Meets CE marking requirements in 
accordance with EN 15824.

Bag 15 L  Article no. 115505015



  
– Ready-mixed filler for a fast  
and effective end result 
Breplasta is the natural option when you have to make the move  
from powder filler to ready-mixed products. 

FILLER FOR PROFESSIONALS! 
Breplasta is available as hand, roller and spray filler. For walls and  
ceilings indoors. The products provide good adhesion to substrates  
and produce a premium surface finish after sanding.

®
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BREPLASTA HAND FILLERS
Hand filling is a classic method when working on smaller areas. Breplasta 
offers a basic range of hand fillers that are suitable for different kinds of 
substrates and environments, both indoors and outdoors.

BREPLASTA ROLLER FILLER
Our Breplasta Roll range comprises a filler developed for roller application.  
A roller allows you to work both faster and more ergonomically.

BREPLASTA MINERAL ROLLSPACHTEL LEICHT
White, lightweight allround filler
A white roller filler. An allround filler suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces 
indoors, for both renovation and new construction. High filling capacity. Approved 
for embedding paper tape. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with 
EN 13963.

Bucket 12 L  Article no. 610250

BREPLASTA FASSADEN HANDSPACHTEL LEICHT 
Grey lightweight filler
A grey, lightweight hand filler for minor repairs outdoors or indoors on mineral 
substrates. The product is suitable for pre-filling, joints and fine smoothing. 
Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 10 L  Article no. 613203

BREPLASTA MINERAL HANDSPACHTEL LEICHT
White, lightweight allround filler
A white, allround hand filler. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both 
renovation and new construction. High filling capacity. Approved for embedding 
paper tape. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 10 L  Article no. 112201204

BREPLASTA HANDSPACHTEL FEIN
Fine-grained filler
A white, fine-grained hand filler that is easy to work with, based on finely crushed 
Swedish dolomite marble. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both 
renovation and new construction. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance 
with EN 15824.

Bucket 18 kg  Article no. 101201204
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BREPLASTA SPRAY FILLERS
For bigger surfaces, spray application is a fast, ergonomic and profitable 
method. Use a high-pressure filler spray or a high-pressure screw spray
and choose a product in sacks or buckets.

BREPLASTA MINERAL SPRITZSPACHTEL LEICHT
White allround filler
A white spray filler for allround use. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces  
indoors, for both renovation and new construction. Approved for embedding  
paper tape. High filling capacity. Approved for embedding paper tape. Meets  
CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bucket 15 L  Article no. 111801201 
Bag 15 L  Article no. 111801215

BREPLASTA SPRITZSPACHTEL GROB
Low shrinkage filler
A white spray filler with high filling capability based on finely crushed Swedish 
dolomite marble. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both  
renovation and new construction. Meets CE marking requirements in  
accordance with EN 15824.

Bucket 25 kg  Article no. 100401201 
Bag 25 kg  Article no. 100401215

BREPLASTA SPRITZSPACHTEL FEIN
New construction filler
A white spray filler for new production and renovation based on finely crushed 
Swedish dolomite marble. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors. Suitable 
for thin smoothing and texturing. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance 
with EN 15824.

Bucket 25 kg  Article no. 100601201 
Bag 25 kg  Article no. 100601215



Good choice

For the best results

®

Breplasta®   
Roll/ 

Leicht

Breplasta®  
Hand/ 

Fassaden

Breplasta®  
Hand/ 
Leicht

Breplasta®   
Spritz/ 
Grob

Breplasta®  
Hand/ 
Fein

Ready-mixed filler 

For plasterboard 

For concrete

For fabric and wallpaper

Surfaces outdoors 

Approved for paper tape

Repair filler 

Low shrinkage 

White 

Grey  

Hand 

Roller 

Spray

Breplasta®   
Spritz/ 
Leicht

Breplasta®   
Spritz/ 
Fine  
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DALAPRO DM20 
Quick filler
A white powder filler for quick repairs. The powder is gypsum-based and easy 
to mix into a smooth consistency and has a short open time of approximately  
20 minutes. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both renovation 
and new production. The product is stable, with minimal sinking and does not 
crack. Meets CE marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bag 5 kg  Article no. 620612

DALAPRO DM40
Repair filler
A white powder filler. The powder is gypsum-based and easy to mix into a 
smooth consistency and has an open time of approximately 40 minutes. Suitable 
for wall and ceiling surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new production. 
The product is stable, with minimal sinking and does not crack. Meets CE  
marking requirements in accordance with EN 13963.

Bag 12.5 kg  Article no. 620626

DALAPRO DM60
Multifunctional filler
A white powder filler for use when a longer open time is required. The powder 
is gypsum-based and is very easy to mix into a smooth consistency. The product 
has an open time of approximately 60 minutes. Suitable for wall and ceiling  
surfaces indoors, for both renovation and new production. The product is stable, 
with minimal sinking and does not crack. Meets CE marking requirements in 
accordance with EN 13963.

Bag 12.5 kg  Article no. 620610

DALAPRO POWDER FILLERS

DALAPRO DM REPAFIX
Indoor and outdoor filler
A white powder filler that is easy to work with, for indoor and outdoor use. The 
powder is cement-based and is very easy to mix. The product has an open time 
of approximately 60 minutes. Suitable for wall and ceiling surfaces, for both 
renovation and new production. The product is stable, with minimal sinking and 
does not crack. Suitable for nailing and drilling. Meets the CE marking require-
ments in accordance with EN 998-1.

Bag 4 kg  Article no. 620635 

Powder filler can be effective if you have large cavities to fill or if you are 
working on a project with time pressure and need to apply filler several 
times the same day. 



Powder + Patch =  
First Aid 
 
Repair holes in plaster walls with  
plasterboard patches and power filler.  
 
Smaller holes can be repaired with  
just powder filler.
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DALAPRO ADHESIVES

DALAPRO ALLROUND ADHESIVE
Allround wall adhesive
A white, Nordic Ecolabelled, allround wall adhesive. A water-based starch 
adhesive for mounting paper and non-woven wallpaper, as well as finely  
textured glass fibre and CP fabrics. Suitable for most substrates in new  
construction and renovation indoors. 

Bucket 5 L  Article no. 636141
Bucket 12 L  Article no. 636140

DALAPRO HYDRO ADHESIVE
Wall adhesive for wet rooms
A white, water-based starch adhesive for wet rooms. For mounting woven 
glass fibre, vinyl wallpapers with polyester glass fibre or fabric reverse side 
up to 0.6 mm. Suitable for most substrates in new construction and renovation 
indoors.

Bucket 5 L  Article no. 636143
Bucket 12 L  Article no. 636142

DALAPRO EXTRA ADHESIVE
Extra strong wall adhesive
A white, Nordic Ecolabelled wall adhesive with extra strong adhesion. A 
water-based starch adhesive for mounting fibreglass fabric, Hessian, textile 
structure and vinyl wallpaper with a paper reverse side. Suitable for most 
substrates in new construction and renovation. As the adhesive is extra 
strong, it is ideal when you have thicker fabric or wallpaper to attach to a 
non-absorbent substrate, for example.

Bucket 5 L  Article no. 636147
Bucket 12 L  Article no. 636146

DALAPRO WALLPAPER ADHESIVE
Wall adhesive for paper wallpapers
A transparent, Nordic Ecolabelled wall adhesive of professional quality. A  
water-based starch adhesive for mounting paper wallpaper and wallpaper 
made of acrylic or vinyl with a paper reverse side. Suitable for most substrates 
in new construction and renovation indoors. 

Bucket 5 L  Article no. 636145
Bucket 12 L  Article no. 636144
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When you have to hang wallpaper, it is of course important to have an adhesive 
that is suitable for the material. Our range includes four adhesive products of 
professional quality, which contribute to both a smooth job and a perfect end 
result.



CHOOSE THE  
RIGHT ADHESIVE 
Our easy-to-use adhesive products have been produced 
with a focus on user-friendliness and a perfect end result 
with smooth surfaces!

Fibreglass fabric

Fibreglass-free fabric

Textile

Paper

Wet rooms

White

Vinyl wallpapers

Wallpapers

Extra strong

Nordic Ecolabelled

Transparent

 
• Easy to apply.

• Free-flowing and durable. 

• 1 litre will cover  

    4–6 sq.m.
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WORK  
SMARTER
Optimise your work with our acces-
sories and tools. Use corner beads, 
joint tape and special tools to make 
the job both smoother and more 
enjoyable. And easier to achieve a 
really good end result.
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ACCESSORIES

HABITO OUTSIDE 90
Corner bead for 90-degree outside corners
A corner bead that is embedded in filler on 90-degree outside corners. Suita-
ble on plaster, concrete, fabric and painted surfaces. The corner bead is made 
of a co-polymer core that is embedded in paper, making the bead very strong 
and resilient to cracks and wear. It is stable and is not affected by temperature 
or humidity variations. The front and rear sides have densely fibred special 
paper designed to provide the best adhesion to filler. For the best results, 
mount the bead in Dalapro Joint and apply a final layer of Dalapro Nova, and 
use corner tools when installing.

Length: 2.5 m                                               Article no. 642174 
Length: 2.7 m                                               Article no. 642173 
Length: 3.0 m                                               Article no. 642172

HABITO FLEX 83
Flexible corner bead on a roll
A flexible corner bead for embedded in filler. Suitable for inside and outside 
corners on plaster, concrete, fabric and painted surfaces at all angles. The 
corner bead is made of a co-polymer core that is embedded in paper, making 
the bead very strong and resilient to cracks and wear. It is stable and is not 
affected by temperature or humidity variations. The front and rear sides have 
densely fibred special paper designed to provide the best adhesion to filler. 
For the best results, mount the bead in Dalapro Joint and apply a final layer  
of Dalapro Nova, and use corner tools when installing.

Length: 30 m           Width: 83 mm            Article no. 642176

AQUABEAD OUTSIDE 90
Adhesive corner bead for outside corners
An adhesive corner bead suitable for 90-degree outside corners on paper- 
faced plaster board. The bead must be sprayed with plenty of water before 
being pressed into place. The paper guarantees adhesion to the subsequent 
layer of filler. The corner bead is made of a co-polymer core that is laminated 
in paper, making the bead strong and resilient to cracks and wear. For the 
best results, use corner tools when installing.

Length: 2.5 m                                Article no. 642137 
Length: 2.7 m                                Article no. 642135 
Length: 3.0 m                                Article no. 642138

Smart accessories make it so much easier to achieve a really good end 
result. We’d also make so bold as to promise that the job will also be much 
more enjoyable to perform. We’ve brought together accessories here that 
you won’t want to be without. 
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AQUABEAD FLEX PRO 
Flexible corner bead on a roll
An adhesive, flexible corner bead on a roll. Suitable for outside and inside 
corners and other angles on papered plasterboard. The bead must be sprayed 
with plenty of water before being pressed into place. The paper guarantees 
adhesion to the subsequent layer of filler. The corner bead is made of a co- 
polymer core that is laminated in paper, making the bead strong and resilient  
to cracks and wear. For the best results, use corner tools when applying.

Length: 25 m           Width: 85 mm            Article no. 642142

MARCO JOINT TAPE
Paper tape
Marco Joint Tape is a paper tape produced for the strong reinforcement of 
plasterboard and other board joints in ceilings and on wall surfaces. Produces 
durable plasterboard joints. Approved in accordance with the EN 13963 filler 
standard.

Length: 23 m       Article no. 642116 
Length: 76 m       Article no. 642115 
Length: 150 m       Article no. 642114

LEVELLINE FLEX
Corner bead
A flexible corner bead for embedded in filler. Suitable for inside and outside 
corners on plaster, concrete, fabric and painted surfaces at all angles. The 
corner bead is made of a co-polymer core that is laminated in paper. It is 
stable and is not affected by temperature or humidity variations. For the best 
results, use corner tools when installing.

Length: 30 m           Width: 70 mm             Article no. 642181

FIBAFUSE
Glass fibre tape
FibaFuse is a thin, easy-to-use glass fibre tape specially developed to provide 
strong reinforcement for board joints and cracks in walls and ceilings. Ideal 
if the surface has no recess, for example in cross joints, cracks in concrete or 
on a cement board. Mould-resistant in accordance with ASTM D3273 mould 
test.

Article no. 642103 

NEW!
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PLASTERBOARD PATCHES 
Plasterboard patches
A repair patch for repairing small holes and pieces of damage indoors in walls,  
ceilings and doors in plasterboards. Repairs holes after, for example, drilling  
mistakes or the relocation of electrical sockets and spotlights in ceilings and  
walls. The plasterboard patch has a metal plate that is self-adhesive, which  
makes it quick and easy to attach. Available in three sizes.

2 patches                 50x50 mm                Article no. 642123  
5 patches                 100x100 mm (12 patches in total)  
5 patches                 150x50 mm                                                                                         

DALATEX
Reinforcement covering
A fibreglass-free fabric for the lining and reinforcement of ceilings and wall 
surfaces where a smooth surface is desired. The fabric is manufactured 
from soft cellulose/polyester fibre, which makes it a better alternative for the 
working environment than glass fibre fabric. Dalatex reinforcement covering 
is gentle on the skin and respiratory tracts, easy to work with and provides 
the decorator with a dust-free working environment. Dalatex is suitable for all 
normal substrates. But not in wet rooms. It should be applied to dry, solid and 
cleaned surfaces at a temperature of at least +5°C. Apply the adhesive with a 
spray or roller. Apply the fabric edge to edge and allow to dry before priming 
the fabric with a primer.

Dalatex CP 80 0.8x25 m                 Article no. 640117
Dalatex CP 100A 1.0x50 m                 Article no. 640110

DALAPRO FLEX
Caulk
A white, elastic caulk used to seal joints and cracks around doors, windows 
and corners. The caulk has very good adhesion to most surfaces indoors and 
outdoors. The joints must always be painted over.

Cartridge 0.3 L   Article no. 620630

DALAPRO DESIGN TOPCOAT
Surface treatment that seals filled surfaces
A water-based surface treatment that reinforces filled surfaces, making them 
more resistant to impact, scratching and moisture. Used in combination with 
Dalapro Design filler and only in dry spaces indoors. After application, the 
filler retains its rustic appearance and any colour variations are emphasised. 

Bottle 1 L    Article no. 620640 
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SPEED SMOOTHER 
Ergonomic skimming blade
Skimming blade with ergonomic, easy-grip handle with replaceable blades 
in hardened steel. Available in 40, 50, 60 and 80 cm sizes. Compatible with 
extension pole and adapter. The blades are made of hardened stainless steel 
and 0.3 mm thick, with rounded edges.  

SPEED SMOOTHER REPLACEMENT BLADES 
Replacement blades
Replacement blades for the Speed Smoother. Easy to replace. The blades  
are made of hardened stainless steel and 0.3 mm thick with rounded edges. 

EXTENSION POLE
Extension pole
Extension pole that is compatible with the Speed Smoother and Adjustment 
Adapter. The extension pole is made of aluminium to make it as light as  
possible and has a quick-lock function. Surface-treated to avoid black  
discolouration.

Article no. 642226

ADJUSTMENT ADAPTER 
Adapter
Adapter for the Speed Smoother. Clamps the smoother in place and is  
adjustable to various angles for optimal access and convenience. 

Article no. 642225

60 cm              Article no. 642202 
80 cm              Article no. 642203

60 cm              Article no. 642208 
80 cm              Article no. 642209

STANDARD KNIVES 
Filling tools for various purposes
A standard tool for applying filler. The blade is stable. 1.2 mm thick, made of 
hardened stainless steel. The tool has an integrated screwdriver. Available in 
two sizes, 6 cm and 8 cm.

6 cm              Article no. 642213
8 cm              Article no. 642214

TOOLS

40 cm              Article no. 642200
50 cm              Article no. 642201

40 cm              Article no. 642206
50 cm              Article no. 642207

Filling tools, tape holders, telescopic poles. You could draw up a long list of what 
you need for your everyday work. You can find whatever you need here – high-quality 
tools that help make the job easier and the end result so much better. 
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HEAVY DUTY 
Tool for removing wallpaper
A tool with an extra-thick blade angled at 20 degrees for maximum efficiency 
when removing wallpaper. The angle also reduces the risk of knuckles rubbing 
against the wall when scraping. The blade is made of hardened stainless steel. 
The tool has an integrated screwdriver.

Article no. 642220

PAPER TAPE HOLDER
Holder for joint tape
Tape holder, a practical tool when filling joints in plasterboard. Hangs from a 
belt, so you always have the tape within reach. Suitable for all paper tapes up  
to 150 metres.

Article no. 642126

DOUBLE BARREL HOPPER
Corner bead tool
A smart aid for applying filler to corner beads. Allows for quick, easy application. 
Suitable for all kinds of corner reinforcements for inside and outside corners. 
The product is of high quality, it is very resistant and has no loose parts that  
can be lost.

Article no. 642157

TRIANGLE
For applying filler in 90-degree angles
For applying filler in angles in ceilings and walls. The blade is made of hard-
ened stainless steel and is shaped to an angle of 90 degrees. The tool has an 
integrated screwdriver.

Article no. 642222

HALF MOON
For applying filler in different angles
For applying filler in different angles and for inaccessible places, e.g. behind 
pipes. The blade is made of hardened stainless steel. The tool has an integrated 
screwdriver.

Article no. 642221

MULTI-TOOL
Allround tool for filling work
Allround, high-quality tool with lots of smart functions. Extra-thick 1.7 mm 
blade made of hardened stainless steel. Can be used to clean rollers and 
clamps, to remove pins and screws and to scrape off old paint and wallpaper. 
The tool has an integrated screwdriver.

Article no. 642219
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OUTSIDE 90 ROLLER
Outside corner bead tool
The Outside Roller is a quality tool for applying outside corner beads. The roller 
expels excess filler and allows for quick, simple application. The product is of 
high quality, extremely wear-resistant and easy to keep clean.

Article no. 642191

INSIDE 90 ROLLER
Corner bead tool for inside corners
The Inside Roller is a quality tool for applying internal corner beads.  
The roller expels excess filler and allows for quick, simple application. The 
product is of high quality, extremely wear-resistant and easy to keep clean.

Article no. 642190

EXTENSION SHAFT
Extension shaft
An adjustable extension shaft for the roller tools. Easy-grip handle. Specially 
adapted for our roller tools.

Article no. 642130

ADAPTER
Adapter for the telescopic shaft
Convenient, flexible plastic adapter that is compatible with the most common 
shafts in the market. Easy to click onto the shaft. The adapter is needed for 
our roller tools to fit onto the extension shaft.

Article no. 642186 

SPEED MAX ROLLER
Filler roller
Black roller with a clamp specially developed for applying filler. Using a roller 
makes the job quicker and the work is easier on the back and shoulders. Use 
together with Dalapro Roller Filler.

80 mm                Article no. 642230
180 mm              Article no. 642231
230 mm              Article no. 642232

SPEED MAX REFILL
Filler roller refill
Refill for Speed Max Roller. Pack of 5.

80 mm                Article no. 642235
180 mm              Article no. 642236
230 mm              Article no. 642237
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Choose the right filler, bead and tools for smooth, fast installation. 
Using systems like these makes the job so much easier and produces  
the best possible result.

USE ONE OF THESE 
FILLERS FOR THE 
FIRST AND SECOND 
APPLICATION

ACCESSORIES

TOOLS

CORNER JOINTS

FINAL  
APPLICATION,  
A THIN LAYER

SYSTEMS WITH FILLERS,  
ACCESSORIES & TOOLS
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ORDER, SALES &  
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

PLACE AN ORDER
You can place an order by phone  
or by sending an email to us.  

Order email: order.dalapro@saint-gobain.com

OUR APP – BEST FINISH
Download our app and
see the difference made by
quality filler and the  
right corner beads. With our
products, joints and corners
are more resistant to wear and tear.

Find the app at: 
www.dalapro.com

Anna Segerstedt 
Teamleader & Sales support 
Mobil: +46 (0)72-386 91 17  
anna.segerstedt@saint-gobain.com

Maritha Lejtorp 
Sales Support 
Tlf. +46 (0)19-46 34 31  
maritha.lejtorp@saint-gobain.com
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SALES & TECHNICAL SUPPORT
We have always worked in close collaboration with our customers, and we are happy to 
share our specialist knowledge and extensive experience. Please contact Bryan Tvedt and 
Henrik Thomsen if you have any general questions about Dalapro. Fredrik Brokmark and 
Mattias Hedenström will answer technical questions about our products. 

Mattias Hedenström 
Technical Specialist 
Mobile: + 46 (0)72-364 17 38 
mattias.hedenstrom@saint-gobain.com

TIPS FOR THE STORE

u Set up our product guide sign in the store. 
  
u Print out product data sheets and display them  
        by the pallets. 
 
u Always keep the filler book “Nice & Smooth” and  
        the product catalogue by the checkout for tips and  
        advice. 
       
u Order our folders and display them in the store.  

u Become a filling professional. Learn more about  
        fillers so that you can better help your customers  
        by completing course on fillers. You can also  
        display a sign so that your customers can access  
        it. Ask your salespeople for signs to display by  
        the checkout or by the products. 

u Tell your customers about dalapro.com and  
        Dalapro on social media.

u Contact your salesperson if you need any help  
        or more display tips: info@dalapro.com

Fredrik Brokmark 
International Project Manager 
Mobile: +46 (0)70-547 51 92 
fredrik.brokmark@saint-gobain.com

Bryan Tvedt  
Sales Manager   
Denmark, Belgium, Holland, Iceland & UK
Mobile: +45 26 87 51 60
bryan.tvedt@saint-gobain.com

Henrik Thomsen 
Sales Manager Western Europe 
Mobile: +45 26 11 93 73
henrik.thomsen2@saint-gobain.com



HEAD OFFICE AND PLANT IN GLANSHAMMAR
Saint-Gobain Sweden AB, Scanspac
Kemivägen 7 
SE-705 97 Glanshammar, Sweden
 +46 (0)19-46 34 00 
info@dalapro.com

OFFICE AND PLANT IN SALA
Saint-Gobain Sweden AB, Scanspac
Norrängsgatan 35 
SE-733 38 Sala, Sweden
+46 (0)224-373 00
info@dalapro.com 

SALES AND MARKETING
Jimmy Fröberg
Sales Director
+46 (0)70-615 34 09
jimmy.froberg@saint-gobain.com

Bryan Tvedt
Sales Manager 
Denmark, Belgium, Holland, Iceland & UK
+45 26 87 51 60  
bryan.tvedt@saint-gobain.com

Henrik Thomsen
Sales Manager Western Europe
+45 26 11 93 73 
henrik.thomsen2@saint-gobain.com

CUSTOMER SUPPORT & ORDERS
Anna Segerstedt
Teamleader & Sales support
+46 (0)72-386 91 17 
anna.segerstedt@saint-gobain.com

Maritha Lejtorp
Sales Support
+46 (0)19-46 34 31 
maritha.lejtorp@saint-gobain.com

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Fredrik Brokmark
International Project Manager 
+46 (0)70-547 51 92
fredrik.brokmark@saint-gobain.com

Mattias Hedenström
Technical Specialist 
+46 (0)72-364 17 38  
mattias.hedenstrom@saint-gobain.com

CONTACT US

Saint-Gobain Sweden AB, Scanspac
Kemivägen 7 
SE-705 97 Glanshammar, Sweden
 +46 (0)19-46 34 00 
dalapro.com
info@dalapro.com
V1-2022


